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Seat Defender™ Removable Seat Covers

 Use-as-needed, universal design 

with dual-layer, non-skid protection

 Fast and easy to install, 

remove, clean and store

 Thermoplastic rubber grips the seat, 

providing added comfort and safety

 Woven 600-denier terylene

fabric blocks spills, dirt and more

 100% waterproof and machine 

washable (air dry recommended)

 Allows for side airbag deployment

 Maintains seat belt access for safety
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Seat Defender™ Seat Covers

 XL bench seat model designed to fit 

larger bench seats in full-size trucks

 Cargo area blanket for picnics, sporting 

events, work under the car and more
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LED Light Bars and Work Lights

 Constructed with grade-A, Cree

LED chips for superior quality

 IP68 and IP69K waterproof and 

dustproof ratings to keep water 

and air from getting trapped inside

 Rust-free aluminum housing with 

rugged, crack-resistant lexan lens

 Durable, painted, UV-resistant 

and mar-resistant finish

 Advanced optics system reduces 

wasted light for 96% reflector efficiency

 Dual, oversize heat sinks maintain low,

efficient running temperatures

 Instant on-off requires no warmup time



LED Light Bars and Work Lights

 50,000+ hours average lifespan

for five years of continuous use

 Passes CE, RoHS, UV, dust, vibration, 

salt and extreme temperature testing

 Operates in temperatures from -40°F

up to 145°F for extreme conditions

 Fitted with a strong, waterproof wiring 

harness for a reliable connection

 Includes stainless steel screws and 

a pivoting bracket for custom angling
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Universal Clamp-on Hood Light Brackets #1110315

 Universal design clamps onto virtually 

any vehicle hood to mount lights

 Compatible with square LED lights #1501252 

and other LED lights and light bars

 Easy to install with no drilling necessary

 Rubber protectors help prevent 

slipping and scratching the hood

 Constructed from strong, highly 

weather-resistant 304 stainless steel
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Shackles, Tow Hooks & D-Rings

 Solid steel construction 

with durable black finish

 Universal application with integrated 

fit on select ARIES Jeep bumpers

Anti-rattle D-rings #2081300 Shackles #2166071 Tow hook #15600TW



Limited Lifetime Warranty

 ARIES provides limited lifetime warranty coverage against 

defects in factory workmanship and materials for ARIES 

products sold by authorized ARIES dealers for use by retail 

(end use) consumers.

 https://storage.googleapis.com/curt-group-

warranties/ARIES_Warranty.pdf
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